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PRICING 20

SIRIUSXM RECIEVERS

SXPL1V1

SXPL1H1

SXV300V1

- SiriusXM Onyx Plus with Vehicle Kit
- Get SiriusXM Xtra Channels – 20+ channels of
additional music, sports, entertainment and
SiriusXM Latino, a new set of Spanish
language channels.
- See full color album art while you listen
-Never again tune in to the middle of a song. Start
songs from the beginning with TuneStart™

- SiriusXM Onyx Plus with Home Kit
- Get SiriusXM Xtra Channels – 20+ channels of
additional music, sports, entertainment and
SiriusXM Latino, a new set of Spanish
language channels.
- See full color album art while you listen
-Never again tune in to the middle of a song. Start
songs from the beginning with TuneStart™

- SXV300 Connect Vehicle Tuner
- Connect, control and enjoy Satellite Radio,
including new SiriusXM Xtra Channels, through
your compatible SiriusXM-Ready car stereo.
The SXV300 tuner plugs directly into
compatible car stereos from top
manufacturers. The compact size installs easily
and discreetly behind the dash for a fully inte
grated look.
- Single interface cable connection to SiriusXMReady car stereo

MSRP $99.99

MSRP $99.99

MSRP $69.99

XM RECIEVERS

XEZ1V1

XEZ1H1

- Onyx EZ Dock & Play Radio+Vehicle Kit
- Hear SiriusXM through your existing vehicle stereo with easy, do-ityourself installation*
- Easy-to-read display allows you to view artist name, song or program
title and channel information at the same time

- Onyx EZ Dock & Play Radio+Home Kit
- Add SiriusXM to a home audio system or set of powered speakers* with
easy, do-it-yourself set-up
- Easy-to-read display allows you to view artist name, song or program
title and channel information at the same time

MSRP $69.99

MSRP $69.99
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SIRIUSXM MOBILE SYSTEMS
SXVCT1
COMMANDER TOUCH FULL-COLOR, TOUCHSCREEN
DASH-MOUNTED RADIO.
- Enjoy SiriusXM through your vehicle’s in-dash audio system*
with controls on the color touchscreen display
- Pause, Rewind and Replay live Satellite Radio
- Automatically start songs from the beginning on your favorite
channels with TuneStart™
- Connects to any radio with either an
AUX input or FM connection

MSRP $129.99

SIRIUSXM UNIVERSAL DOCKING SYSTEMS
SXSD2
- SiriusXM Portable Speaker Dock SD2
- Take SiriusXM with you wherever you go
using the concealed fold up handle and built-in
antenna cradle with cable storage
- Plug into an available AC outlet or listen any
where with batteries (sold separately)
- Connect MP3 players and other audio devices
via the aux in jack (aux in cable sold separately)

MSRP $119.99

NGVA1

NGVA3

NGHA1

- Interoperable Vehicle Antenna / SXM and Sirius
- Replacement magnetic vehicle mount antenna
for SiriusXM, XM, and Sirius vehicle docks
- 23-foot cable
- Magnetic base

- Magnetic Antenna Mount for Your Vehicle
- Mounts on most metal vehicle surfaces and
has rubber feet to prevent scratching
- Low profile, small size and approximately
23-feet of cable

- Interoperable Home Antenna / SXM and Sirius
- Replacement home antenna for SiriusXM, XM,
and Sirius radios and home docks
- 20-foot cable
- Hinged base

MSRP $29.99

MSRP $29.99

MSRP $29.99
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XM UNIVERSAL DOCKING SYSTEMS
SXDV3

SXDH3

LISTEN TO YOUR SIRIUSXM
DOCK & PLAY TUNER
WHILE YOU DRIVE

PLAY YOUR DOCK & PLAY
SATELLITE RADIO
IN YOUR HOME

- Car accessory kit for select
Dock & Play radios
- Vehicle docking station
- Dash-mount bracket
- Roof-mount magnetic antenna
- Cigarette lighter adapter
- Aux-in cable

- Home accessory kit for select
Dock & Play radios
- Desktop cradle
- Home power adapter
- Antenna with 20-foot cable
- 6-foot audio cable (minijack-to-RCA)

MSRP $49.99

MSRP $49.99

SIRIUS UNIVERSAL DOCKING SYSTEMS
FMDA25

SCVDOC1

- FM Direct Audio Relay
- Compatible with all SIRIUS brand
plug-and-play and personal radios, including
SV3TK1, SL100, SP4TK1, SL10 and ST4 models
- Allows you to feed SIRIUS satellite radio
directly into your car radio
- Plugs in via the antenna jack on your car radio

- SiriusConnect™ Vehicle Kit
- Connect & control your compatible SIRIUS
Portable and Dock & Play & portable radios
through your Sirius-Ready headunit
- Locking with push-button release connector
- Compatible w/ all Sirius Portable &
Dock & Play & portable radios that incorporate
the universal docking connector

MSRP $19.99

MSRP $59.99

SIRIUS DOCK & PLAY RADIO

HOME RECEIVER PRODUCTS

SSV7V1

TTR2

- Stratus 7 Dock & Play Radio + Vehicle Kit
- View artist name, song or program title & channel information on
the easy-to-read display
- Push-button navigation makes channel surfing simple, easy and intuitive
- Hear SiriusXM through your existing vehicle radio with easy

- SXM Internet Radio for Home
- Access Sirius live news, Talk, sports, weather, and music channels,
personalized channels and on demand shows
- Personalize favorite music channels with mix, and save up to
10 Channel presets for easy access

MSRP $79.99

MSRP $129.99
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ACCESSORIES

40SIRXM

40SIRXM17

XMARINE

- OE Satellite Radio Antenna Adapter 3 ft
- Adapts the factory satellite antenna
connector located at the factory radio location
to an aftermarket style connector

- OE Satellite Radio Antenna Adapter 17 ft
- Adapts the factory satellite antenna connector
located at the factory radio tuner-brain location
to an aftermarket style connector

Marine Mount Antenna

MSRP $99.99

XMEXT50

XM6

SRSMBF50

50’ Indoor/Outdoor
Antenna Extension Cable

Outdoor Home Mount Antenna

Antenna Connector Adapter
(RF Female to SMB)

MSRP $49.99

MSRP $89.99

MSRP $14.99

XMAMP18

SXHA1

SXHDK1

In-Line 18dB Amplifier
for use w/ XM6 Home Antenna

Universal Outdoor Home Antenna

Universal Home signal Distribution Kit

MSRP $24.99

MSRP $49.99

MSRP $119.99

SIREXT50

SIRMARINE

SRBMM

50’ Indoor/Outdoor Antenna Extension Cable

Marine Mount Antenna

Truck Mirror Mount Bracket (for Use w/SIRMINI
Antenna)

MSRP $39.99

MSRP $79.99

MSRP $24.99
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